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Recent research on intraspeaker variability in speech production has observed that
many acoustic and articulatory attributes of speech vary systematically across different
speech tasks, presumably as a consequence of greater temporal constraints on articulatory
movement in faster, more casual speech [1]. One domain in which the effects of these
temporal constraints on articulation are observed is in the degree of temporal overlap between
discrete speech units (such as articulatory gestures), with the amount of overlap exhibited by
adjacent gestures increasing at faster speech rates [e.g., 2]. However, as most existing
research examining task and rate effects on gestural timing has focused on intersegmental
timing relationships, the extent to which similar contextual effects are observed in
intrasegmental gestural timing for multi-gesture consonants is unknown.
This study expands on previous work in both intergestural timing and contextual
variability in speech production by examining the effect of speech task on the relative timing
of two lingual gestures involved in the production of American English /ɹ/. American English
/ɹ/ is widely characterized as involving the coordination of three supralaryngeal gestures, two
of which are lingual: a palatal constriction made with either the tongue tip or body, and a
pharyngeal constriction made with the tongue root [3]. The sequencing of these gestures has
been shown to differ depending on the position of /ɹ/ in the word: the palatal gesture precedes
the pharyngeal gesture in syllable-initial position and follows the pharyngeal gesture in
syllable-final position. This positional difference in gestural sequencing has been shown to
parallel observed differences in gestural magnitude for these constrictions across syllabic
positions, leading to proposals that these magnitude asymmetries may explain the similarly
asymmetric timing pattern [4]. As recent findings demonstrate systematic variation in the
magnitude of both the palatal and pharyngeal gestures in /ɹ/ across speech tasks [5], the
examination of speech task effects on timing enables a more thorough investigation of the
relationship between gestural timing and magnitude, and enhances our understanding of the
scope of gradience and variability in intrasegmental timing, an issue of importance in due to
the role of articulatory variation in sound change [6].
Articulatory data for this study was taken from recordings of 40 speakers in the
Wisconsin x-ray Microbeam (XRMB) database [7]. A total of 3,468 tokens of word-initial
and word-final /ɹ/ were taken from three of the experimental tasks included in the corpus and
separated into two conditions for analysis: (1) an Isolated Speech condition containing data
from a Citation Word task (990 tokens) and (2) a Connected Speech condition containing
data from Sentence and Prose Passage reading tasks (2,478 tokens). For each token of /ɹ/,
maximum constriction time was measured for both the palatal and pharyngeal constrictions,
with the gestural timing lag (MLag) calculated as the difference between the two maximum
constriction times for a given token. The maximum palatal constriction degree and
pharyngeal retraction were also measured to gauge the magnitude of each gesture.
The analysis of the MLag measurement indicates that although gestural sequencing
remains constant between the Isolated and Connected Speech conditions, with the expected
positional timing asymmetry observed in both conditions, the timing of these two gestures
differs significantly across conditions. Specifically, less extreme timing differences are
observed in the Connected Speech condition than in the Isolated Speech condition, mirroring
the pattern of generally reduced gestural magnitude in the Connected Speech condition and
reflecting an observed relationship between gestural magnitude and timing in this data.
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